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By E. H. Lockwood, R. H. MacMillan : Geometric Symmetry  reflection symmetry reflection symmetry reflection 
symmetry sometimes called line symmetry or mirror symmetry is easy to see because one half is symmetry is 
widespread in living things animals that move usually have bilateral or mirror symmetry as this favours movement 
plants often have radial or rotational Geometric Symmetry: 
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Symmetry is of interest in two ways artistic and mathematical It underlies much scientific thought playing an 
important role in chemistry and atomic physics and a dominant one in crystallography It is important in architectural 
and engineering design and particularly in the decorative arts This book provides a comprehensive account of 
symmetry in a form acceptable to readers without much detailed mathematical knowledge or experience who 
nevertheless want to underst 

[Online library] pattern wikipedia
illuminations resources for teaching math contact us; join nctm; about illuminations; lessons all lessons; pre k 2; 3 5; 6 
8; 9 12; brain teasers  audiobook  the geometric sculpture of george w hart displays the beauty of mathematical forms 
in various media  review variable a quantity that can change or that may take on different values variable also refers to 
a letter or symbol representing reflection symmetry reflection symmetry reflection symmetry sometimes called line 
symmetry or mirror symmetry is easy to see because one half is 
mathwords variable
a resource for teaching point group symmetry this gallery contains nearly 70 unique molecules with interactive display 
of all symmetry elements and animation of all  Free world flags a collection of flag printouts and activities for 
students  summary some common geometric tattoo designs attaining balance and harmony has always been the 
primary goal of human existence as it is the pre requisite of living a happy symmetry is widespread in living things 
animals that move usually have bilateral or mirror symmetry as this favours movement plants often have radial or 
rotational 
symmetry gallery
the circle is the right angle compression of a diameter axis of spherical symmetry of which there are countless 
numbers of diameters of endlessly relative lengths  this is a free geometry lesson on line symmetry for grades 3 4 it 
contains both teaching and varied exercises for the students  textbooks build patterns create and solve critical thinking 
problems and model various math concepts with pattern blocks at mathplayground a comprehensive geometric shapes 
resource for parents and elementary grade students 
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